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HAWKE OPTICS ADDS NEW FFP MOA MODELS TO THE SIDEWINDER RIFLESCOPE LINE 

 

The Sidewinder Line with Advanced H5 Optics Grows with New MOA First Focal Plane Models 
 

Hawke® Optics, a world leader in high performance sporting optics that deliver in the field at an amazing value to consumers, 
adds to the Sidewinder riflescope line with new models aimed at the long-range shooter.  
 
The new MOA/MOA Sidewinder models, like all the models in the line, have a 30mm main tube and are loaded with new H5 
optics that has shooters amazed at the clarity and accuracy of this value-packed scope. H5 brings an ultra-wide 24-degree field of 
view. The low-dispersion Crown glass has 18-layer multi-coated optics for superb light transmission and clarity. Each Sidewinder 
has a full four inches of eye relief, letting you get on target faster and easier than ever before. 
 
The Sidewinder FFP MOA models have resettable, precision locking turrets with 1⁄4 MOA clicks that now have a Witness Window 
that provides instant visual confirmation of your turret position. You can sharpen up your sights with the index-matched, 
removeable side wheel focus adjustment and keep your eye on the target while adjusting the zoom with the removeable, 
magnification throw lever. The reticle is illuminated with high-intensity, adjustable Multi-LED lighting for accuracy in every lighting 
condition. Tune things in with the fast focus eye bell that has a lock ring to ensure things stay just as you like them. 

 
Newly added to the Sidewinder line are two First Focal Plane models, the 4–16×50 SF and the 6–24×56 SF. Both of these models 
use the new FFP MOA reticle. The FFP MOA reticle is specifically designed for first focal plane optics with MOA spaced aiming 
points. The reticle is designed to give closer aiming points than the FFP Half Mil reticle available on existing models. The MOA 
reticle has crosses etched on the lower half that work as windage aiming points. They can be used for the counting method of 
zeroing in on target, with each cross positioned 4 MOA apart. On the outside of the reticle, non-illuminated posts with MOA 
spacing can be used for extreme holdover and for bracketing for distance calculations. These new scopes further bolster the 
Sidewinder line as the best value in long-range shooting. 
 
All of the Sidewinder models are shock proof, waterproof and dust proof, and are fully nitrogen purged. Additionally, all Sidewinder 
models are all-caliber rated, so they can withstand the harshest recoil. They come with a removeable side wheel, sunshade, 
elasticated lens covers, and zoom lever for quick adjustments. All of Hawke’s optics are backed by the Hawke No-Fault Lifetime 
Warranty.  

 

About Hawke 
#VISIONACCOMPLISHED. Hawke is a worldwide market leader at the forefront of optical performance with class-leading 
innovation and design offering a complete line of sport optics from rifle, crossbow, shotgun and air gun scopes to binoculars, 
spotting scopes and accessories. Accuracy, strength and precision; Hawke optics blend iconic design, exceptional engineering 
and unrivalled craftsmanship to create an unforgettable viewing experience. As awareness of Hawke Sport Optics continues to 
grow, more customers are trusting Hawke as the unquestioned industry leader in optics.  Learn more at www.hawkeoptics.com. 
 

Follow the #Hawkelife lifestyle hub and connect with us on social media: 
 

 
 

    


